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Looking for a Scare? Then Read These 13 Spine-chilling StoriesAre you interested in real

ghost stories? How about chilling tales involving haunted ships? By haunted ships, I don’t

mean ghost ships wandering abandoned seas (as disturbing as that may be), but something

much more frightening: ships haunted by ghosts, some friendly and some, well, deadly.Within

these pages you will read the fascinating true stories of haunted ships, including ships such

as:The Queen Mary, haunted by ghosts spanning the years from its days as a luxury cruise

ship to its stress-filled years as a troop ship during war time.The USS Hornet CV-12, which

was the sight of numerous tragic deaths and just as many disturbing ghost sightings (including

a patient whose been waiting a long time to see the ship’s doctor).The UB-65 German

submarine, which has quite the list of fatal accidents before its assembly was even complete

including the ghost of a deceased officer standing on its deck right before it peculiarly

sank.The Palatine, which was seen burning, but still sailing on the anniversary of its shipwreck

many years after.Discover the true stories about ghosts who tear the sheets of the beds of

unsuspecting guests on a famous luxury liner, ghastly crew members tragically, and possibly

maliciously, killed whose faces appear in waves beside the ship, and a lifeboat rowed by a

literal skeleton crew.Learn about horrific accidents, rumored curses, and even exorcisms of

seafaring vessels. Read about beautiful ghosts dressed to dance in one ship’s former ballroom,

officers in their dress whites still hard at work, wet footprints left behind by ghosts enjoying a

swimming pool no longer present, and mischievous ghosts just wanting to have some fun at

the expense of the living. Find out why you shouldn’t take a modern cruise ship for granted for

it might be haunted, and discover some ghosts are just trying to be helpful and comforting in

their own, sometimes twisted, ways.You'll also find true stories of haunted beaches across the

globe, including:A beach in India next to a cremation ground where it seems tourists are drawn

out into the water—and to their death.A beach in Singapore that was the site of multiple mass

civilian executions in World War II, a tragedy that has been reenacted multiple times by the

spirits of those involved.A stretch of beach in Canada haunted by a man who wasn’t allowed to

remain at rest in his chosen burial place by the sea.What seems to be a deceptively family

friendly beach in Texas—at least by day!Find out about the types of ghosts that choose to

haunt beaches, including aggressive sailors, frightening mermaid-like creatures, and spirits

whose presence can be felt even more powerfully than if they were physically present.Once

you finished this book of true ghost stories involving ships and beaches, you might find yourself

afraid to go near the water…again.Ready to scare yourself senseless? Scroll to the top of the

page and hit buy!
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SingaporeSleep WellINTRODUCTIONEven before the first man set sail on the ocean, the seas

were a place of mystery and danger. It should come as no wonder that ships traversing these

mighty seas and beaches all too often met a dismal fate and, in turn, became haunted.Ghost

ships usually refer to abandoned ships still afloat in the ocean, often appearing again decades

after their initial disappearance. While these ships are very spooky in their own right, they don’t

hold a candle to ships that are actually haunted—not ghost ships, but ships where ghosts

reside and interact with the living.There are stories, however, in which ships that sunk before

hundreds of witnesses reappeared only to sink once again, which is an interesting twist on the

idea of a ghost ship, such as the tale of the tragedy of The Palatine. Such stories are actually

rare, though, compared to the accounts of haunted ships plagued by paranormal activity.Cruise

ships, troop ships, commercial ships, tankers, and submarines, all types of sea-going vessels it

seems, have encountered the paranormal. Just like the buildings that man inhabits on land,

ships, too, seem to absorb the energy of what goes on around them. As ships travel across the

seas, ghosts seem to accompany them until the ship finally reaches a permanent abode, like

the Queen Mary or the USS Hornet, and the ghosts seem to remain a fixture of the ship.You

would expect ships involved in wartime activities might be haunted, but what about cruise

ships? Imagine waking up one night on a popular and well-known cruise ship and realizing

someone is in your room. Such an intruder is terrifying, but imagine how uncomfortable you

would feel for the remainder of the trip realizing that intruder might not have been a mortal

being as he disappeared when the lights turned on and everything was still securely locked

from the inside. Thus, even ships meant for fun and pleasure can be haunted.Many of the

ghosts encountered in this book were quite obviously sailors or, in some cases, naval officers.



Others were women or children whose lives were lost in connection with the ships they now

haunt. Some of the ghosts seem to live in their own world, not interacting with the living; others

seem ready to shout a warning or lend a helping hand. There are, of course, ghosts that simply

seem determined to start mischief and chaos, no doubt reflecting the same personality traits

they exhibited while still alive.Ships and boats aren’t the only sea-related hauntings. As you will

learn in these pages, there are ghosts and spirits that seem to choose the beach as their final

resting place. Sailors or former residents haunt some of these beaches while others are

possessed by beings and spirits not as quite easy to identify. Manifestations such as the

mermaid-like creature of Sandwood Bay or the mysterious water-bound phantom of Dumas

Beach can’t be categorized.Other beach-related hauntings are tied to tragedies that took place

nearby, as is the case with Changi Beach in Singapore. Memories of horrific war crimes seem

to refuse to die, revealing themselves to visitors in various horrifying ways.Are you ready to

experience the world of watery ghosts? We’ll start with the type of ships you might well

encounter some day: haunted cruise ships.Carnival ConquestIt’s surprising how many ghostly

encounters people have on well-known cruise lines, especially the Carnival Conquest. The

Conquest is a beautiful cruise ship whose maiden voyage was in 2002 from her port in New

Orleans. Her French impressionist-style interior has a capacity of almost 3,000 passengers and

1,150 crew members.While the Carnival Conquest certainly doesn’t have a disturbing history

like many of the boats and ships to be discussed, it does have some downright fascinating

hauntings.A Comforting SpiritIn one mysterious story from the Carnival Conquest, a woman

was feeling ill and decided to stay in her cabin rather than going to dinner with her husband.

Instead, she lay down on the bed for a quick nap. She quickly fell asleep after he left, only to be

awaked by a very gentle touch on her leg. Convinced it was her husband checking on her, she

smiled and went back to sleep without ever opening her eyes. After all, who else would be

coming into their room and touching her leg without saying a word?When he did return from

dinner, she casually asked him about it. “I didn’t come back to the room until just now,” he told

her. The woman was surprised, but not distressed. She felt nothing threatening in the touch,

and thought perhaps it was a dream. The remainder of the cruise continued without incident.In

a fascinating twist, she and her husband attended a séance after returning from the cruise. The

medium asked her if she had been on a cruise and whether anything strange happened to her.

She replied in the affirmative, explaining to the medium about the experience of something

gently touching her leg. The medium claimed she was in contact with the spirit that touched

her. The spirit wanted to reassure the woman there was no intent to frighten or disturb her, just

to comfort her.Man in a Trench CoatImagine the experience of a young couple asleep for a few

hours in their cabin when they suddenly awoke at the same time. They looked at each other

and then began to scan the room to find the source of what had awakened them. They quickly

discovered it standing at the foot of the bed.In the relative darkness of the room, they were

both able to make out the shape of a tall man wearing a long, dark trench coat. While that sight

alone would be enough to disturb most of us, add to it the fact he was holding some type of

weapon in his hand.The young man quickly reached for the lamp by their bed and in an instant

the room was flooded with light. The dark, threatening figure had quite literally disappeared into

thin air. They searched every square inch of that room and verified the door and balcony were

securely locked from the inside. There was no way a physical being could have left the cabin

without them seeing him, nor was there any way someone could have made his way in. To

make matters worse, they struggled with the sounds of someone knocking on the balcony

window of their cabin in the middle of the ocean, only to discover there was no one there.The

Ghostly StewardThey weren’t the only couple to experience a phantom intruder on the Carnival



Conquest. Another couple was comfortably at rest in their bed one night. The room was dark

and everything was quiet…until they heard their cabin door open and close.“Did someone

come in?” the woman called out as they both tried to see in the dark. As they sat up in bed,

they heard the cabinet door open followed by the safe door. By this time, the young man’s eyes

had adjusted to the darkness enough to barely make out the shape of a man standing in their

room. As he squinted to see better, he could tell the man seemed to have on a steward’s

uniform.Aghast and shocked, he watched as the man put his hand in the safe and then turned

to face the bed where the young couple sat frightened out of their wits. In a split second, he

pulled something out of the safe as he silently watched them.The young woman reached over

to turn on the light, but the instant light filled the room the intruder was gone. The cabinet door

was still standing open, and so was the safe door. The balcony door was still secured, as was

the door to their cabin—both locked from the inside.As the realization of the nature of their

midnight intruder dawned on them, the couple said the hair on the back of their necks stood on

end. Needless to say, their sleep was adversely affected for the remainder of the cruise.An

Invisible AdmirerA woman was dressing for dinner one warm summer evening in her cabin; as

she was admiring her reflection in the mirror, she heard a male voice very distinctly say, “You

look beautiful tonight.”She quickly turned with a smile to thank her husband for the

complement, only to realize her husband was sitting on the balcony with the door shut. There

was no one else in the room except her.The television was on, but it was turned to an all music

station. She finally decided she just heard someone’s voice from the hallway. However, she was

a little rattled because she had minor hearing problems and usually needed to have people

repeat things if they weren’t near her. To think she could hear a phrase so clearly from out in

the hall just didn’t add up, but she decided to finish getting ready and just put the incident out

of her mind.A few minutes later, she heard the same voice and the same phrase, “You look

beautiful tonight.” It seemed a bit closer this time, and it was without a doubt the same voice

she heard before.She rushed to the balcony where he husband was still sitting, opened the

door, and told him her experience. While he did believe her story, he hadn’t heard a thing and

was as puzzled as she.ConclusionIf you should ever have the opportunity to enjoy a cruise on

the beautiful Carnival Conquest, don’t worry about the ghosts. They seem friendly enough, if

you don’t mind midnight visits from mysterious specters, ghosts that love to pay compliments,

and spirits that just want to make sure you are comforted.More Haunted Cruise ShipsOther

majestic cruise ships seem to suffer from mysterious incidents that simply cannot be explained

rationally. Just because you are traveling in style on a cruise ship with thousands of other

people doesn’t mean you won’t have an encounter with the paranormal.Ghostly Girls and

Rotten Eggs
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Joseph J. Truncale, “If you are into ghost stories on ships and at sea you need to check out this

book.. Lately I have been on a reading binge that includes topics from A to Z and one of the

strange kinds of books I have been reading lately has been a lot of ghosts, hauntings and

related material. I just finished reading this fascinating 90-page volume (Hauntings at sea:

Real haunted ships, boats, oceans and beaches by Zachery Knowles) that I purchased on

Amazon along with some of his other haunting's books.For me I find the stories intriguing and

entertaining rather than scary; however, the stories do make you think and wonder about the

esoteric world. I like the author’s simple and direct writing style which makes for a great

read.The material in this interesting volume covers the following material: Carnival Conquest,

more haunted cruise ships, the Queen Mary, The SS Watertown, UB-65 submarine, USS

Hornet CV-12, the Palatine, SS Valencia, Higbee Beach, Port Aransas Beach, Dumas Beach,

Sandwood Bay, and Changi Beach, Singapore.If you are into ghosts and hauntings on ships

and beaches you may want to check out this and other related material by this author.Rating: 5

Stars.  Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Martial Art and Warrior Haiku and Senryu).”

Jan, “Seafaring good stories. The ship's and beaches in these stories are truly haunting places,

not  by  the ghosts. The stories are very interesting to read. A delightful book.”

susan c carlson, “goood  book if you like shipwreck scariest  storys. i liked it”

Fanaticat, “A fast read. If you're into ghost stories, you'll like this.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Easy read and an interesting subject. This is a pretty easy going boo that

presents the stories in bite size chunks, I did find myself heading in very to google or Wikipedia

multiple times to find out more about different aspects of some stories! Well worth the two quid

kindle price.”

Buccaneer, “Interesting reading. The entire book made interesting reading. Type of book that

has you hooked and unable to put down. Can't wait for my next download from this author.”

Tiptonian, “Excellent read as always by this author. Mr Knowles has written a number of books

on this subject and I have read 5 of them so far. Well researched and always a good read.

Excellent price.”

amy, “Good. Was OK but that's not the writers fault just didn't understand the talk about boats

and subs but apart from that brilliant read”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Haunted books. Not read it yet but love all the books in this series. Will

recommend this seller and buy again thank you”

The book by Zachery Knowles has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 166 people have provided feedback.
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